
Letter to TM Members 
 
On March 14, 2022, the Town Meeting members of Norwood will be asked to vote yes or no on a new 
school to replace the Coakley Middle School to be located on the existing site of the current school. On 
April 4, 2022, the registered voters of Norwood will be asked in a proposition 2 ½ referendum to 
approve borrowing to pay for that new school which, after reimbursement from the Massachusetts 
School Building Authority (MSBA), will cost approximately $104 million. As members of the School 
Building Committee (SBC) who have worked on this project for the past 2 years, we wanted to explain 
the background, decision-making process, and rationale for the project. 
 
In 2017, the Norwood Public Schools completed a district wide facility study to review the elementary 
and middle school physical plants.  In all cases, the Coakley Middle School was identified as the school 
with the most building deficiencies. It is for that reason that the Coakley was the subject of a Statement 
of Interest filed with the Mass School Building Authority (MSBA) in 2018 and the reason why Norwood 
was selected as one of only 12 out of 130 applicants that year to receive an invitation into the lucrative 
MSBA grant program. Under that invitation, Norwood was granted permission to study two enrollment 
scenarios for a new school: an 800-student scenario which essentially replaces the current 6 through 8 
Coakley in kind; and a 1070 student scenario which would allow the 5th grade to join middle school.  
 
After assembling our project team of Compass Project Management, Inc. as owner’s project manager 
and Ai3 Architects as the designer (the team that successfully completed the High School project), the 
SBC and Norwood School Committee (SC) got to work analyzing the two critical decisions facing the 
town: what grade configuration to use and whether to build a new school (and where to build it) or 
renovate and add-on to the existing Coakley.  
 
The grade configuration decision was primarily driven by the school committee under its charge to 
oversee the educational program for the school. The school committee broke that decision into three 
major components and analyzed the impacts over the course of six public meetings (four SC meetings 
and two public forums) primarily dedicated to the grade configuration issue in the Spring of 2021. The 
three major components were: 
 

• Impact on the elementary schools which are currently overcrowded 

• Social, emotional, and learning implications of the 5th grade joining the middle school 

• Operational implications to the district – particularly related to staffing and busing 
 
The five elementary grade schools in Norwood are all experiencing overcrowding to one degree or 
another. Some are severe enough to require modular classrooms immediately. Others are utilizing 
spaces inappropriate for the use. In any case, by relocating the fifth grade to the middle school, 
additional space will become available at all the schools which will significantly improve our special 
education programs and our music and arts programs.  
 
In analyzing the social, emotional, and learning benefits of moving the 5th grade to the middle school, 
the SC listened to our elementary school principals as well as outside superintendents who manage 5-8 
middle schools in other districts. The overwhelming consensus was that the benefits to fifth graders far 
outweighs the mostly theoretical concerns of adding the fifth grade to the middle school.  
 
Finally, a review of the operational impacts did review some challenges to busing including the 
possibility of two new buses. However, it was felt that, in total, the immediate costs would be more than 



offset by cost avoidance at the elementary schools. After completing its deliberate analysis and review, 
the SC voted to approve a grade 5 through 8 configuration unanimously at its May 26, 2021 meeting.   
 
Coincident with the school committee’s review of the grade configuration issue, the SBC continued its 
analysis of the building options and site selection by modeling both grade configurations options for 
each option and location. While three other possible locations were thoroughly analyzed (Hennessey 
Hill, Forbes Hill and the Savage Educational Center), the final scoring of the Coakley site was significantly 
higher than the next highest option.  
 
After narrowing the site to the current Coakley, the SBC analyzed four new construction options for the 
5-8 grade configuration and two addition and/or renovation options. The only add/reno option which 
met the educational plan and provided sufficient space for the 5-8 middle school was $12 million more 
than the equivalent new option. While the Base Repair (essentially making no space changes but 
replacing the building systems and bringing the building up to code) would have cost the town less, it 
would not support 21st century learning and, at 68% of the needed size, would have not addressed any 
overcrowding issues at either the middle school or the elementary schools. Based on an analysis of all 
the factors involved, the SBC voted unanimously on June 7, 2021 to build a new school directly behind 
the current Coakley school and then, demolish the old school and build a new multi-purpose turf field 
on the footprint of the old school. The decision of the SBC was endorsed unanimously by the Board of 
Selectmen and the Finance Committee. Finally, the MSBA Board supported the project and its potential 
grant of $46 million at its meeting on March 2, 2022 
 
The proposed 188,000 sf new school will provide creative and relevant learning spaces for our middle 
schoolers for most, if not all, of the remainder of the 21st century. It will be highly sustainable with an 
incredibly low energy use index and capability to be fossil-fuel free with the installation of solar arrays. It 
will have separate dining and collaboration areas for the lower school (grade 5 and 6) and the upper 
school (grade 7 and 8). It will have a state-of-the-art auditorium and gymnasium which will provide 
community-wide benefits for every age-group in town. The multi-purpose turf field will be lit to allow for 
complete utilization of the field. In summary, the benefits of the new school will not be limited to just 
the middle school population; they will extend to the whole community.  
 
While the cost of the project is not insignificant (and construction costs have skyrocketed in the past few 
years), Norwood will uniquely benefit from its favorable tax structure and low borrowing costs such that 
the $104 million town share will result in a tax burden of $386/ average household per year. This 
compares very favorably with our neighboring towns (Walpole and Westwood) which are undertaking 
projects at this time that exceed $420/ average household.  
 
It is important to point out that the SBC consciously attempted to make this project the most inclusive 
and transparent in Norwood’s history. In addition to the SBC’s monthly public meetings and the 
televised school committee meetings held over the past two years, the SBC hosted 8 public forums and 
has engaged every major department in Norwood including the COA and Park and Rec. The project 
website – www.newcmsproject.org – is exhaustive and easily navigable and we recommend all 
taxpayers seek out the very informative topic specific videos included on it.  While the pandemic has 
certainly limited in-person gatherings, with the help of Norwood Cable Access and the town’s IT 
resources, we feel that we have been able to more than make-up for those communication challenges.  
 
Thank you.  
 
Alan Slater – Chair, Norwood Coakley Middle School Building Committee 

http://www.newcmsproject.org/

